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SJSU student remembered as strong, gentle by family, friends
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff Writer
More than 300 family membei . and
friends attended three separate services
held last week to memorialize Danny
Fortune, 21, who died of a brain tumor
on Jan. 31.
Fortune, a sophomore majoring in
computer science at San Jose State
University, was remembered at a visitsnon at the Lima Family Mortuary on
Tuesday. Two vigil services, held
Wednesday, included a candlelight
mass at the Holy Family Church in San
Jose at 5:30 p.m. and a private reception

that followed at the
le was remembered durFortune’s home in San Jose.
ing the candlelight service
Danny Fortune died from a
with a personal eulogy by
type of brain tumor known
Michelle Fortune, one of his
as
oma, said his aunt,
two sisters, who recited part
Mary F. Fortune, an assistant
of an English essay that was
professor at the SJSU
written by Danny.
College of Business.
For the first time, she read,
Close friends and family
he was able to live alone and
were always supportive of
move into an apartment
Danny and helped him to
across from campus while
learn and grow. He carried
going to college.
FOR TUNE
himself with a subtle, quiet
She described Danny as a
presence, she said.
caring and kind brother, and
"He was a gentle giant," she said. she spoke of his feelings and emotional
"Strong and gentle is how many people experiences he had while he faced the
will remember him."
many new challenges of being on his

own.
Christina Fortune, Danny’s other sister, sang in remembrance of her brother.
Danny’s close friends and family
members also anticipated his need for
independence, according to his essay.
Mary F. Fortune said Danny’s parents
had mixed feelings about his decision to
live on his own, but "they wanted him
to feel free while going to school, meeting new people and hearing new ideas,"
she said.
"We have always been very protective
of army because of all that he had
been through - radiation, chemotherapy, surgery, said his father, Dr. John

Fortune, an orthopedic surgeon at
Kaiser hospital in Santa Teresa.
"He had a hard life, and often there
was little we could do to ease his pain,"
he said. "It was at times heartbreaking,
other times glorious, but always a trial."
Danny was diagnosed with 2. brain
tumor when he was four, said his uncle
who is also named Danny Fortune, a
multimedia professor in the television,
radio, film and theater department.
’Danny was a ’wiz’ at computers and
he took to them, as well as multimedia
and HTML, like a fish to water," he
said.
"Some of the greatest times that we
had were when we were immersed in

cyberspace," said his uncle. "13einif as
young as he was, he asked his dad the
class was too advanced for him, so he
took my RTVF 150 class in the spring
and I’m grateful for having him in
class."
"Danny called me ’Uncle Danny’
when he took my course and all the kids
would laugh - it really was very funny,"
he said. "lie raced ahead of everyone
else to finish the assignments because
he already pretty much knew the stuff
and wanted other things to do. He fit
right in."
Mark Baula, who met Danny at
See

FORTUNE, page 6
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LEFT: Wing Luk, 13, of San Mateo struggled to put Juli Yamanaka, 14, of
Carlsbad in a choke hold on Sunday in the Event Center. Luk eventually defeated Yamanaka in their match.
ABOVE: The San Jose Buddhist’s 55th Annual and 11th "Sense, Memorial" Judo
Invitational Tournament took place Sunday at the Event Center_ Contestants
aged 6 to adult competed for awards

SJSU students speak Toxic weapons used in national defense
against possible war
By Paulo Hernandez
Daily Staff Writer

By Falguni Bhuta
Daily Staff Writer
Six campus groups united on
Thursday at San Jose State
University to present "Voices
Rising: Critical Dialogue in Times
of War".
The goal of the event, which was
held in the Umunhum room of the
Student Union, was to critically
address U.S. foreign policy and the
effects of the U.S. Patriot and
Homeland Security Acts. The event
was also aimed at informing the
SJSU community about the meaning of possible U.S. military action
in Iraq and the consequences of
waging war, said Annie Sayo,
organizer of the event and member
of Akbayan, a Filipino student
organization.
The performers and speakers at
"Voices Rising" were a mix of eminent educators, political activist%

and hip -hop spoken -word artists.
Thursdays event focused on providing information about the ongoing political issues through dialogue and cultural entertainment.
The event kicked off about 6:30
p.m. and began with an introduction by Dawn Lee, activities coordinator at the Mosaic Multicultural
Center, and Felicia Salinas, historian for MEChA, a campus Chicano
student group.
"Events such as these are happening all across the country, said
Cynthia Kaufman, a
of
philosophy and women s studies at
Dc Anza College, and the first
speaker for the evening. Kaufman
said that most people in the United
States don’t pay attention to U.S.
foreign policy.
"ViThy do people all over the world
hate us?" Kaufman said. "Right now,

professor

See VOICES,

page 3

The United States is ready to go to
war with Iraq over the issue of weapons
of mass destruction. During the last few
months, President George W. Bush has
continued to prepare the nation ter war.
When asked, ’What is a weapon of
mass destruction," answers from several
students tended to resemble each other.
don’t know," or "I’m not really sure,"
were among the most common
answers.
Those who had an answer had only
negative things to say about these
weapons.
"It would be wrong for any country to
posses them, no one should have them,"
said one student, who wished to remain
anonymous.
"There has to be another means for
solving the problems," said another student, who also wished to remain
unidentified.
"A weapon of mass destruction is a
weapon that is used to inflict mass casualties with minimal effort," said
Technical Sgt. Curtis Willey, a non-

commissioned officer in charge of
development at San Jose State
University’s aerospace studies department.
"Nuclear, chemical and biological are
the main categories by which weapons of
mass destruction are organized," he said.
According to the Air Force’s
"Promotion Fitness Examination Study
Guide," biological weapons are the
cause of bioterrorism. Elements used as
biological weapons are usually found in
nature and in turn are used as weapons.
Viruses, bacteria and fungi are some of
the most common elements used, the
publication stated.
"Through research and development,
they become more toxic," Willey said.
According to the guide, when these
elements enter the body, they reproduce
and overcome the body’s defenses.
"Biological weapons are the least
effective of the weapons of mass
destruction because those using them
cannot guarantee contamination,"
Willey said.
Examples of viruses used as biological
weapons are smallpox and chola. One
of the most recent examples of bacteria
used by terrorists was the anthrax

attacks in late 2001.
Chemical weapons come in various
forms. These can be liquid or gas.
Chemical weapons cause death through
four primary agents, according to the
Air Force.
"Blood agents infect the bloodstream
and the cell structure is broken down
from within," Willey said.
When they come in contact with the
skin, blister agents CalISC damage to skin
tissue, increasing the chance of infecfion and ultimately causing death,
according to the guide.
If inhaled, this agent can also cause
blisters in the lungs, according to the
Air Force.
Choking agents cause inflammation
and irritation of the lungs and bronchial
tubes. Those who come in contact with
choking agents die from lack of oxygen.
Another of the agents are nerve
agents.
These attack the nervous system and
affect muscle control, as well as vision,
heart and lung functions, according to

the guide. Two examples of nerve
agents are the mustard- gas used in
trench warfare during World War I and
nerve g-as.
By tar, the most effective of the types
of weapons of mass destruction are
nuclear weapons," Willey said.
"Nuclear bombs are roughly the size of
a large file cabinet," he said.
A nuclear bomb is indiscriminant; it
destroys everything in its range. A blast
wave, extreme heat and nuclear radiation are produced when a nuclear
explosion occurs, according to the Air
Force.
A dirty bomb is a sub-category of a
nuclear weapon. Dirty bombs are
radioactive material packed with conventional explosives such as TNT.
When detonated, they can spread radiation over a small area.
"They’re really nasty things," Willey
said. ’These things don’t cause that
much damage, but they make a mess
and they’re really difficult to clean
up."

Causing a splash

Aspiring Olympians coming to campus
Daily Stql Report
Prospective Olympic Games participants
The Titan Games a three-day
competition showcasing the combative
opens on Thursday
Olympic sports
at the Event Center.
The games will feature a United
States versus the world format, pitting
American teams against other nations
in judo, boxing, wrestling, karate, taekwondo, fencing and weightlifting.
Four stages will be set up in the Event
Center with simultaneous action.
The event kicks off on Thursday with
a VIP reception honoring past
Olympic greats.
Former World Boxing Association

and International Boxing Federation
heavyweight champion Evander
Holyfield is one of seven former
United States Olympic greats scheduled to attend the event.
Joining Holyfield is 1972 Olympic
freestyle wrestling gold medallist Dan
Gable; three-time Olympic hammer
throw participant Ed Burke; six-time
Olympian and bronze medallist fencer
Peter Westbrook; Stephan Lopez, who
won the first official Olympic taekwondo gold medal at the 2000 Sydney
(Iames; two-time gold and one-time
silver medallist weightlifter Tommy
Kono and 1988 judo bronze medallist
Mike Swain.
Session I of the games takes place
immediately following the reception

The United States battles Mei,. in
men’s and women’s judo, men’s boxing
and men’s and women’s karate on the
three platforms at the Event Center.
A free outdoor festival will be held on
Friday afternoon in front of the Event
Center and will feature a shot put competition, a beer garden and live music.
The athletic action continues Friday
night at 7 p.m. with fencing,
weightlifting, judo, taekwondo, boxing
and wrestling.
Saturday’s first session begins at noon
highlighted by the men’s boxing bronze
medal- matches
The final session, beginning at 7
p.m., will have the gold medal boxing
matches as well as finals in men’s and
women’s fencing.

agto, Iht
,I1,111
boxing
is
team pulled out of the event, citing
technical difficulties within boxing
organization.
The Cubans were scheduled to compete against Puerto Rico on Friday
before the medal round on Saturday.
To fill the void, the United States will
field a second team that will compete
against Puerto Rico.
Cuba will still send its wrestling and
weightlifting squads to San Jose.
Tickets for the Titan Games are still
available at ticketrnaster.com Or the
Event Center box
1,(OVer level seats tor Cat h 4r...1011 are
1128 and upper level seats are $24.
Multi-session passes are $75 and $60,
reepectively

A surfer catches a wave at Point

Loretta Gibson / Daily Staff
on West Cliff Drive.
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ANNOYED

Are we affecting society, or are we affected by it?
Before we get started with this week’s "Annoyed," please
take a moment to contemplate your surroundings.
Take a look at the people next to you.
Notice how they are acting, what they are doing and
also try to figure out what age group they appear to be in.
Now let’s get back to you.
Why do you act the way you do? If you’ve taken time
out of your day to read this newspaper today, then you
obviously care about what is going on around you.
About a week ago, one of my classes was having a discussion about society, and it eventually led down the path
of people who describe themselves as a product of their
society.
The entire week! have been debating this issue in my
mind.
Are we products of our society?
A person who grew up in the inner city is likely to act
the same as others who have grown up there, and a person who has grown up in the suburbs is also likely to act
like those who lived in the same area.
With that, I believe that we are indeed products of our
society, but this question also begs to be flipped around.
Aren’t our societies, the ones that we say sculpted our
personalities, a product of us?
Society is similar to high school you have the popular kids, who don’t have to worry about money, and

Even outside of the ghettos, the fact that we create sociwhatever they do, practically everyone else in the school
wants to be like them. And if they don’t want to be like ety is true.
Technological advances are a good example of this.
them, they resent them.
As a society, we have decided that what was good
Many of us live our lives exactly the same way.
It all starts on a large scale where we have Bill Gates, enough for our parents is not good enough for us, so we
continue to develop new gadgets that are
George W. Bush and Jennifer Lopez,
designed to make our lives easier.
rich individuals (popular group) who
This has made our working class and upper
have an enormous amount of clout and
classes more dependent on machines, which
money, and some people (those who
in turn has caused us to place less value on
aren’t in that group) who aspire to be
actual people and ultimately has, in some
just like them.
cases, eliminated jobs for people who could
This then trickles down into all levhave come from the lower class, once again
els of society as people are segregated
reaffirming the differences between social
into classes according to their income.
classes.
Naturally, the more money, cars and
Our prison system is also a good place to
assets a person has, the more power
look when you’re discussing the relationship
they have in society. And those who do
between society and people.
BEN AGUIRRE JR.
not have the aforementioned materials
Last week,! told the story of a man who was
are pushed aside and forced into areas
the arrested because of child molestation allegations.
we have deemed less fortunate" or, plainly put
He has been in and out of jail since he was 9 years old
ghetto.
It’s almost as if society has set a mark which people and now, 51 years later, he is in trouble with the law
must be above in order for anyone to care about them, again.
The simple answer is that he is a product of his society
and by doing so, those who do not meet that level are
prison.
forced to do things with their lives such as rob, cheat and
He doesn’t know our society. He knows bars, concrete
steal in order to get anything in their lives.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daih, office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass
times are 12:10 p.m. MondayFriday and at 11 cm. and 5 p.m.
on Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only,
Turbo Kickboxing, Night Spin,
Hi-Lo/Hip Hop, Body Pump,
Cardio Kickboxing, Contact
Kickboxing, StretclIfflex/Relax.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
Associated Students
Do you want to improve, change
and represent at SJSU? Run for
Associated Students Government!
Pick up an application in the
Student Life Center (Old
Cafeteria Bldg.) or the A.S.
House today! All interested candidates must attend one of the
orientation sessions: Feb. 12 from
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. or Feb. 14
from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. in
Council Chambers, Student
Union. Deadline to apply is
Monday, Feb. 17 by 5 p.m. in the
Student Life Center. Call 9245955 for more information.
International Programs and
Services
Study Abroad uneral information meeting on Feb. 11 at 3 p.m.
in the Pacifica room of the
Student Union, and on Feb. 12 at
10 a.m. and Feb. 13 at 4 p.m. in
the Council Chambers room of
the Student Union. For more
information contact All at 9245931.
Computer Science Department
Stephan Wolfram lecture: "A
New Kind of Science." Feb. 11 at
7:30 p.m. in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium. General admission is
$10, students $5. Tickets can be
purchased from the Computer
Science office in MacQuarrie
Hall, Room 208. For more information contact David Hayes at
924-5060 or www.cs.sjsu.edu.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Work force recruitment internship program for students with
disabilities from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Feb. 14. Sign up for appointment time at Career Center prior
to Feb. 14. For more information
call the Career Resource Center
at 924-6031.
National Society of Scabbard and
Blade, G-13
Memorial vigil for the space

shuttle Columbia crew will be
held at 7 p.m. in the MacQuarrie
Hall Quad near the flagpole. For
more information contact Ron at
298-8129.
SJSU Student Health Center
The SJSU Student Health
Center is offering the second
annual Chad Okamoto scholarship. The $500 scholarship applications are due April 21.
Application forms are available in
the lobby of the health building
or at www.sjsu.edu/depts/studenthealth/index.html. Email at rvimont@email.sjsu.edu for more
information.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions
for all galleries from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more
information contact Bill or Nicole
at 924-4330.
Nutrition Education Action
Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more
information contact Jen Styles,
campus nutritionist, at 924-6118.
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications
The JMC Diversity Workshop
will be held today at noon in the
Costanoan Room of the Student
Union, featuring speaker Maria
Hinojosa, a New York based
CNN National Correspondent.
For more information contact
Bob Rucker at 924-3272.
MOSIAC
Discussion Night: "How Has
the War on Terrorism Affected
You & the California Economy?"
at MOSAIC Student Union on
Feb. 12 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
This informal discussion provides
an opportunity for students to get
information and learn about what
others think about the war on
terrorism.
MOSIAC
Black Thursday Feb. 13 from
noon to 1 p.m. at the
Amphitheatre. Black
Organizations unite to promote
unity in African American awareness on campus. This event features information booths, music,
and lots of fun. Sponsored by the
National Panhellenic Council.
MOSIAC
Delta Soul Food Night on Feb.
16. This event will be a social
with soul food, music, and games.
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc.
MOSIAC
Afro-Caribbean Dance
Workshop on Feb. 17 at 7 p.m. at
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walls, death and fighting to stay alive. He doesn’t know
the unwritten rules of society.
The golden rule? Not in prison.
This is a classic example of a person who is a product of
his society. But if you look deeper, you’d see that that reason exists solely because those who are incarcerated create their own violent society inside the walls of the penitentiaries.
Now let’s attempt to personalize this a bit.
A look at your life might reveal something along the
lines of what I have laid out.
Why are you here today? What made you come to college? Was it your environment?
Either way, your time in college is a time to reflect on
what got you here and what you are going to do in your
life.
No matter what you decide to do, just remember that
however you choose to spend your years after college, you
will impact someone or something in your society.
How will you affect society?
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the Spartan Complex 89.
Featuring master drummer and
dance instructor Wilfred Mark.
This workshop is designed to
introduce the basics of AfroCaribbean dance to SJSU students, staff, and faculty.
MOSIAC
Team I-Themba (Team Hope)
will be holding a performance on
Feb. 18 from noon to 1 p.m. followed by a discussion from 1 p.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Student Union.
This inspiring group of collegeaged students from South Africa
creatively tackles the issue of race
and racial reconciliation. Team IThemba performs in dance and
through dramatization stories of
apartheid, Nelson Mandela’s rise
to power and other historical
moments of South Africa and the
country’s transition to peaceful
democracy. You’ll get a chance to
talk to the dance group after the
performance to hear about their
experiences with performing and
traveling the world.
Photojournalism Department
Multiple Minds, Single
Exposures: an exhibition of photographs by SJSU will be displayed in the Art building,
Gallery II through Thursday from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Capoeira Martial Arts Training
from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at
the Event Center Aerobics
Studio. Cost is $60 general, $50
student. For more information
contact Matt at 924-6217.

TUESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass
times are 12:10 p.m. MondayFriday and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.

Stop sulking, single ladies,
don’t worry about V-Day
Then you have the complaints of boredom, loneliness or
We’re in the second week of the second month of the
year, so that means it’s time to brace ourselves for one of even a one-day case of depression.
The whole routine gets old, even pathetic after a while.
the more pointless holidays of the year.
The mere fact that anyone would waste time stressing
Prepare yourselves, folks. Cupid’s got his bow and arrow
over such a trivial holiday and fool themselves into unnecout, and he’s taking aim.
essary feelings of depression or self-doubt is quite disapAh yes, Valentine’s Day is on the horizon.
Of course, it’s not who he hits that is most important, but pointing.
I hate to single out the opposite sex, but when’s the last
rather it’s those who aren’t in the path of his love-cursed
time you heard single men whining about not having plans
arrow that matter most.
And I’m not going to sugarcoat it this is a gender on Valentine’s Day?
In fact, when it comes to male complaints on Valentine’s
issue.
Day, it’s the other way around.
Every year at this time, the single
It’s the ones involved in relationships that
women of the world go through a tragic
do all the bitching and for good reason.
mood change because they somehow feel
Suddenly, the 14th of February hits, and
as if being companionless on Valentine’s
guys are expected to carry out obligations
Day is a sign of failure.
they already have of course, in much
It’s not like it’s a big secret that women
grander fashion.
hate being single on this day either; hell,
As if they didn’t already spend enough cash
each year you’re bound to find a steady
wining and dining their girlfriends, someone
stream of attack on the holiday on these
had to go out and turn a regular day into a
very pages from some of our female
commercialized glorification of romance
columnists.
that leaves some people with empty wallets
In fact, I’ll guarantee that some female
and others feeling left out.
voice from our newsroom will express
DRAY MILLER
And we don’t even get a day off from school
somw-worr-ofverthrough contempt for
or work from this.
Valentine’s Day in the form of a column,
OK, so maybe I’m coming off as rather bitter in my own
and I swear I’m ignorant as to the rest of this week’s topics.
A little heads up to all the single ladies out there don’t right, perhaps bordering on chauvinist, but that’s not the
get caught up in this silly notion and waste this Friday by Case.
The fact is, Valentine’s Day happens to fall on a Friday
moping around with the same piss-poor attitude that many
this year, and I’d hate for all the single women out there to
other women will no doubt have.
spend the night wasting away at home sulking, trying to
Get over it already.
Maybe I sound like I’m getting my kicks by picking on avoid all the couples that are going to be out there flauntwomen who suffer from fits of jealousy toward other ing their "passionate" relationships.
Instead, they should stop buying in. Stop worrying, stop
women who actually have dates on Valentine’s Day, but
stressing, stop denying and stop caring about this silly litthat’s hardly the case.
Rather, I’m looking out for them, because I sure as hell tle holiday.
In essence, they should take a lesson from their much
wouldn’t want to carry myself like some of them do on
more levelheaded male counterparts.
Valentine’s Day.
Or, at the very least, more of us can convey attitudes like
We’ve all seen it.
Women will curse the very existence of a romantic holi- this, and perhaps women won’t care so much about not
day, insisting that it’s nothing more than a waste of time, having a man on Valentine’s Day.
energy and money.
Then there’s the persistent denial that they even care to
Dray Miller is a
celebrate it.
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer.
Following that is a snide remark toward someone who is
’The Fine Print’ appears Mondays.
enjoying the holiday all in the same breath, mind you.
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Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running todw Body Sculpting,
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
Advanced Step, Butts & Guts,
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
Learn the ancient art of belly
dance. ASCR is offering belly
dance classes at the Event Center.
Classes meet Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. First session Feb. 4 to
l’Iar.13. Second session Apr. 1 to
May 6. Register the first week of
class, $25 for SJSU students, $30
general. For more information
contact Matt McNamara at 9246217.
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VOICES I Groups talk against US. imperialism wars, impact on minorities
continuedfrom page 1
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Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff

Richard Becker, keynote speaker at the "Voices Rising" forum, discussed
Thursday in the Umunhum room the growing resistance to the war.

Gas prices
rise 11 cents
survey says
CAMARILLO (AP)
Gas
prices spiked nearly 11 cents per gallon over the past two weeks, an
industry analyst said Sunday.
The average weighted price for gas
nationwide, including all grades and
taxes, was approximately $1.63 per
gallon Friday, according to the
Lundberg Survey of 8,000 stations
nationwide. Gasoline cost about
$1.52 a gallon on Jan. 24, the date of
the last Lundberg Survey.
"The higher prices at the pump
follow price hikes for crude oil and
home heating oil," said analyst
Trilby Lundberg.
Over the past two months crude
oil prices have risen $8.19 a barrel to
$35.12 a barrel, largely due to fears
of a war in the Middle East and the
oil production strike in Venezuela,
Lundberg said.
Increased production in Venezuela,
warmer weather in the East and seasonal reductions in the demand for
crude oil should keep prices steady
in coming weeks, Lundberg said.
The national weighted average
price of gasoline, including taxes, at
self-serve pumps Friday was about
$1.60 per gallon for regular, $1.69
for mid-grade and $1.78 for premium.

the U.S. is the most imperial power
in the world."
Kaufman’s speech, which blamed
the United States for its imperialistic and capitalist approach toward
other nations, was followed by a
performance by the Small
yr
teoP
allA
-female
anex
Project,
Chicana hip-hop spoken -word collective. The three women examined
issues such as racism, drug abuse
and war through their music.
Community activist and organizer
of the All African People
Revolutionary Party, Akubundu,
took to the stage after Small Axe. In
his speech, he admonished the U.S.
government of giving false information to the public regarding the current war conditions.
"We are being lied to daily by the
media and newspapers, and it is
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made to seem as true," Akubundu
said. "We have a different interest
from those who control the military
and the government.’
Jay Mendoza, co-founder of the
Filipino Worker’s Center and former director of FOCUS, a provider
of services and resources to Filipino
workers and immigrants, spoke after
Akubundu. He addressed issues
pertaining to the Filipino community and discussed the recent deportation of Filipino airport screeners
and the U.S. colonization of the
Philippines. Mendoza said that the
United States was trying to regain
military bases in the Philippines.
"Down with imperialism, he said.
Roberto Gonzalez, assistant professor in the department of anthropology at SJSU, spoke about the
effects that a war with Iraq would
have on minorities and members of
the working class.

Gonzalez said that because of limited finances and resources minorities had only two options after high
school either taking up a minimum wage job or joining the military.
"More than 50 percent of casualties in the Vietnam War comprised
African Americans and Mexican Americans," he said.
Gonzalez estimated a cost of $100
to $200 billion if the United States
went to war with Iraq. "The money
that will be spent on the war will be
taken from the budget provided for
public health and education," he
said.
Other hip-hop spoken -word
artists who performed at the event
were Kiwi and Reuben Barron.
They addressed the issues of racism
and political upheaval through their
poetry.
The event concluded with speech-
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job & internship fair

2003

EXPO Express Pass for SJSU students/alumni who
attend a workshop*

11:30 am

Job Search Strategies Workshop, February 25-28

3:oo

pm

sjsu event center

EXPO Express Pass holders
irri

Starting (a) 10:00

SJSU Students

Resume Clinic, February 24

Other SJSU Students/Alumni
Yarting ,a‘ 11:30 am

*Workshop Schedule & Employer List @ www.careercenter.sjsu.edu

san jose state

es by Richard Becker, the western
the
of
region
co -director
International Action Center, and
Mario Galvan, a member of the
Zapatista Solidarity Coalition.
While Galvan spoke about the
Zapatista struggle in Mexico,
Becker addressed the issue of the
war on Iraq.
Becker was also a key organizer in
the Jan. 18 march and protest in San
Francisco against the war on Iraq,
according to a Mosaic.
"The aim of this war is to recolonize Iraq," Becker said. "Iraq has
been devastated by the war that has
been waged Igainst it. We need to
stop this war.
The event was sponsored by the
Mosaic Multicultural Center,
MEChA, Students for Justice,
Akbayan, the Black Student Union
Student
Muslim
and
the
Association.

Si/Li Alumni

Bring current S1SU
Tower Card
Bring current
Career Center
Membership Card

click on EXPO

university

Ormifl

0.1 0-4

bldg. f I one washington square I san j054, ca 95162
www.careercenter.sjsu.edu

408-924-6031 I

The Career Center does not discriminate in the provision of its services and programs Reasonable accommodations for those with disabilities available with one week advance notice Call 408-924-6031 for assistance TTY 408-924-6268
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that special someone they’re special by placing a love classified in
e Spartan Daily on Valentine’s Day. Why waste money on expensive
jewelery, flowers, or candy when you can eloquently express yourself
in words?

IOW

$8.00

Let everyone know how you feel by filling out the form below and
dropping it off at the Spartan Daily Ad office (Dwight Bentel Hall, 209)
before February 11 th
Please call (408)924.3270 with any questions.
Drop off ad copy with check or money order (no credit cards accepted.)

Print your personal here. For spacing convenince, yot
yled
111 ay

$16.00

Valentine’s Day
Classifieds are
sold by the
column inch at a.
rate of 08 per
inch.
point
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ay be
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Name

Phone

Larger sixem are
available.

Address
City
Amount Enclosed S
Make aN checks payable to Spartan Daily
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Basketball women nearly upset La. Tech in 66-59 loss
By Chris Giovannetti

minutes of action.
On Saturday, Kellogg was a key
reason the Spartans were able to stay
On a scale of 1-10, how confident within striking distance of Louisiana
is the San Jose State University Tech. Kellogg was 5 -for-9 from
women’s basketball team after a 66- three-point range, scoring 17 points.
"I talked to her after the SMU
59 loss to No. 9 Louisiana Tech
University on Saturday night at the game and had her watch video of it
with (assistant coach Greg Adams,"
Event Center?
"This game showed that we can Richard said. "She brought me her
play with anyone," said Spartan notes and we went over them. This is
guard Cricket Williams. "We should supposed to be a breakout year for
win the rest of our games. This Jessica. She responded well tonight."
SJSU opened- up a 10-3 lead five
should be our last loss. We plan on
meeting them in the WAC (postsea- minutes into the game but the Lady
son tournament) championship. We Techsters clawed back to take a 3227 advantage at halftime.
know we can play with them."
Louisiana Tech’s largest second
This after the Spartans were
drilled 83-38 by the Lady Techsters half lead was eight points but that
54-46 led was erased on back-toin Ruston, La., on Jan. 9.
This after the Spartans blew a 20- back three-pointers from Williams
4 lead to Southern Methodist and Kellogg.
A three -pointer from Williams
University on Thursday and failed to
score in the final six-and-a-half with three minutes to play cut the
minutes en route to a 61-58 loss to Lady Techster lead to 60-59.’
Louisiana Tech guard Tamaka Clay
the Mustangs.
"We got them in practice on Friday increased her team’s lead to 61-59 on
and told them there’s a lot of talent a free throw with 44 seconds left in
on this team. We play hard and the the game.
Three seconds later, Spartan forsky’s the limit for us," said SJSU
head coach Janice Richard. "We put ward Teoma Taylor missed an
opportunity
to cut into the uru
pressure on (Louisiana Tech)
tonight and I guaranteed they wor- lead missing a one-and-one free
ried about losing to us from start to throw opportunity.
Teammate Lamisha Augustine
finish. That’s something they hadn’t
grabbed the rebound over Lady
had to do a lot this year."
Following Thursday’s debacle, Techster center Cheryl Ford a
Richard strode into practice on player she gives up three inches to
and kicked the ball out to Williams.
Friday with two sticking points
Williams snapped a pass over to
boxing out and increased guard play.
The SMU guard trio of Tiara Kellogg at the top of the arc but the
Cruse, Kendall Shead and Andrea pass flew through Kellogg’s hands
Cossey grabbed 21 of SMU’s 49 and out of bounds.
A lay-up by Louisiana Tech fortotal rebounds and 10 of its 20
offensive boards on Thursday ward Trina Frierson moments later
upped the Lady Techster lead to 63night.
The Spartans spent an hour of 59 and three free throws by Ford finished out the Spartans’ night.
Friday’s practice on box out drills.
Richard defended Williams snap
"That’s all we did in practice,"
pass to an unsuspecting Kellogg,
Richard said. "We needed to."
"(The players) should know that
Richard was highly critical of
guard Jessica Kellogg’s play on (Williams) will pass to them at any
Thursday. The junior shot 1 -for-10 point and at any time," Richard said.
We have veteran players who have
from the floor on Thursday in 33
Daily Senior Staff Writer

rqs / Daily Staff
Spartan forward Tatiana Taylor passes the ball as
Louisiana Tech forward Trina Frierson watches during the
second half of Saturday’s game at the Event Center. The
Spartans lost, 66-59, to the No. 9 Lady Techsters.

Women’s Rugby clobbers Otters, 73-0
Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University
women’s Rugby club defeated CalState Monterey Bay 73-0 Saturday at
Watson Bowl in east San Jose.
Gina Alexander scored three times
for SJSU, which led 44-0 at halftime.
Jessica Mendoza, Candeice Lewis
and Genevieve Poulin all had two trys
apiece for the Spartans, who are

SPARTAN

ROUNDUP
scheduled to play Cal Berkeley on
Saturday.
The Spartan men’s rugby club
dropped a 26-0 decision to California
Maritime Academy earlier in the day
at Watson Bowl.
SJSU (1-1) plays at the University
of San Francisco on Saturday.
Men’s Basketball
Louisiana Tech University center
Antonio Meeking scored 23 points
and blocked San Jose State University
guard Keith West’s shot on the final
possession of the game to preserve a
65-60 Bulldog victory on Saturday in
Ruston, La.
Trailing 57-46 with just over seven
minutes to play, the Spartans scored
10 straight points to get back into the
game.
A basket by West cut the Bulldogs’
lead to 62-60 with 30 seconds to play.
The Spartans got the ball back following Bulldog Bruce Edwards’ miss
on the front end of a one-and-one
with 24 seconds to play.
After Meeking blocked West’s shot,
Louisiana Tech’s Lavell Felton
grabbed the rebound and hit a halfcourt shot at the buzzer.
SJSU (2-9 Western Athletic
Conference, 5-15 overall) is scheduled to travel to Hawai’i on Saturday.
Baseball
Sophomore preseason all-American
candidate Matt Durkin struck out 10
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo batters on
Friday to help lift the Spartans to a
12-1 victory in its season opener at
Baggett Stadium.
Knotted 0-0 through three innings,
SJSU roughed up Mustangs starter
Tyler Fitch for seven runs in the
fourth.
Third baseman Kevin Frandsen
went 3 -for-4 with two doubles.
Shortstop Ruben Martinez went 2for-4 with three runs and an RBI in
his Spartan debut. Second baseman
David Pierson went 2-for-5 with two
runs and an RBI.
The game also marked assistant
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coach Doug Thurman’s debut as the
acting game coach for head coach
Sam Piraro. Due to Piraro’s recent
diagnosis with multiple myeloma, a
cancer of the bone marrow, he has
chosen to appoint Thurman to the
position for the season.
The Spartans lost the second game
of the weekend series on Saturday, 54 in 10 innings.
The Mustangs Sam Herbert singled
up the middle to drive in Dank
Stolmeyer in the bottom of the 10th
for the Cal Poly win.
The Spartans took the rubber match
of the series, 12-9 in 10 innings on
Sunday.
SJSU (2-1) is slated to play at Cal
Berkeley on Tuesday. First pitch is
slated for 2 p.m.

The San Jose State University
women’s gymnastics team set an overall program record score of 195.100
en route to defeating UC Davis
Friday night at the Spartan gym.
The Spartans also posted a floor
record of 49.125 and a bar record of
49.275.
On the uneven bars junior Shirla
Choy set a new record for the event
with a score of 9.950. With the
performance, Choy became the
highest scoring Spartan ever in the
event.
SJSU (4-7) returns to action on
Friday as it hosts the Air Force
Academy and Seattle Pacific
University. Meet time at Spartan
Gym is slated for 7 p.m.

Swimming

Football

San Jose State University head footThe Spartan swimming team won ball coach Fitz Hill joined NBA legsix races but still fell at Fresno State end Bill Russell and congressman
University on Saturday, 180-120.
John Lewis (D-Ga.) in a roundtable
Charlotte Pierce captured the 100- discussion on sports diversity in
meter and 200-meter butterfly events Atlanta on Saturday.
at 58.68 seconds and two minutes,
The event was hosted by Lewis, a
7.60 seconds, respectively.
contemporary of civil rihts leader
Pierce finished second in the 200- Dr. Martin Luther King,Jr. in conmeter freestyle with a time of 1:56.11. junction with the NBA’s all-star
The relay team of Alana Leila, Kiley weekend.
Reinke, Pierce and Lisa Covey cap"Diversity in Sports: A Civil Rights
tured the 400-meter medley at Issue," explored how politics and ath3:56.23.
letics can work together to foster
Brooke Wells won the 1,000-meter greater diversity in head coaching
freestyle in 10:28.68 while Reinke positions, team ownership and sorts
won the 100-meter breaststroke in management.
1:05.79
"I’m honored to participate in this
Laura Wilhelm won the 200-meter event," Hill said on Wednesday.
individual medley with a time of
Hill is a nationally renowned expert
2:10.99.
on sports diversity and has been a
Gymnastics
basis for articles and stories on ABC

Serve Your Country...
...And Your World

News, ESPN and the HBO news
program, "Real Sports."
He has published numerous articles
on diversity and athletic opportunities
for minorities, including his education doctorate thesis, "Examining the
Barriers Restricting Employment
Opportunities Relative to the
Perceptions of African-American
Football Coaches at the NCAA
and
Colleges
Division
I -A
Universities."

played with her for three years that
still miss her passes. We say ’how
could you not know the ball is coming to you?’"
Williams was equally defensive
about her game.
"I’m not going to slow down my
passes. They just not ready for them.
I’m used to playing with boys," said
Williams, who honed her game
against boys when growing up in
New Orleans. "They just not used to
it."
Despite the harsh ending for SJSU,
the overall message of the game wasn’t wasted on the Spartans.
"Before the game, I wouldn’t have
believed we could be in the position
we were in (knocltinii off the No. 9
team in the nation), Kellogg said.
"When coach came into the locker
room after the game and said we
almost beat the ninth-ranked team
things sunk in. It hurts to know we
were that close and couldn’t finish
it. We can play with anyone
though."
The seven-point victor), was the
closest win margin by Louisiana
Tech in WAC play. They defeated
the University of Hawai’i, 60-52, on
Jan. 11.
The Lady Techsters’ 66 points
were the third lowest they had
scored in WAC play.
Williams scored a game-high 22
points for SJSU (4-7 WAC, 8-12
overall). She also had 14 rebounds
(12 defensive) and dished out eight
assists.
Forward Tatiana Taylor chipped in
10 points.
Ford scored 17 points for
Louisiana Tech, which has won 14
straight games to remain undefeated
in WAC play (11-0 WAC, 18-2
overall).
The Spartans return to action on
Sunday with a rare 2 p.m. matinee
tip-off against Hawai’i.
nMan, I hope this brings our confidence up," Williams said. "If we play
like this against Hawai’i, we get
them."
l_r_l_f
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Rain delays
qualifing race
for Daytona
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP)
Dale Earnhardt Jr. didn’t get the
chance to give his Winston Cup
competitors another reason to consider him the favorite in the Daytona
500.
Rain forced the postponement of
Sunday’s pole qualifying for the Feb.
16 race one day.
NASCAR also said second-round
time trials, originally set for
Monday, will not be held. The lineups for Thursday’s Twin 125 -mile
qualifying races will also be determined on Monday.
Earnhardt Jr., coming off an
impressive victory Saturday night in
the non-points Budweiser Shootout
the first NASCAR event of the
new season is likely to be the
favorite any time his powerful red
No. 8 Chevrolet takes to the
Daytona International Speedway
oval in the coming week.
That would have delighted his late
father, who loved to psyche out other
drivers and was known as The
Intimidator. For Little E, being
"The Man" is a little embarrassing.
"I don’t think that is really my
style," Earnhardt Jr. said after powering past four-time series champion
Jeff Gordon and leading the last five
don’t like
laps of the Shootout.
being the favorite. I like being the
surprise.
"I think it’s a whole lot more fun
when you really come out and surprise people, because that is what
I’ve been used to all my life."
Earnhardt Jr. and Dale Earnhardt
Inc., teammate Michael Waltrip
have won six of the last eight races at
Daytona
and Talladega
NASCAR biggest and fastest tracks
but Waltrip has the only Daytona
500 win between them.
That victory came two years ago in
the race in which seven-time
Winston Cup champion Dale
Earnhardt was killed.
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Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO

’

Box Lunch to Co
. Catering Available
We do deliver to "Esplanade"

Mandarin Ev’ Szerhuan Cuisine
Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily - closed Sunday

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

294-3303 or 998-9427
L el212.121212121PP12.2.1212PJ21212RJ,

131 E. Jackson Skeet
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street
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ATTENTION
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
URGENT
IMMIGRATION WORKSHOP
IMMIGRATION REGULATION UPDATE
FOR Fl AND F2 STATUS

Date:

Wednesday, February 12, 2003

Time:

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Q/A session from 11:00 a.m. to12:00 p.m.

Location:

Student Union, Umunhum Room

And See How Much You Gain
Peace Corps mission of promoting mutual understanding and friendship between Americans and
the people of other nations Is perhaps more important today than ever Countries around the world
are seeking creative, energetic people with skills In
Business, Computers, Education, Health, Environment, Agriculture and Community Development.
Let your international career start here!
Come learn more about Peace Cows:

Launch into the International Market
with the Peace Corps!
Peace Corps Information Meeting
Thursday, February 13th at /:00prn
International House
Living Room
360 South 11th Street
San Jose State University
For more information, contact David Fogelson
at 415-977-8785 or dfogelsonOpeacecorps.gov
(--

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580

Peace Corp/3,4
Redefine your worldly,’

This is an important meeting to explain the new January 1, 2003
INS regulations, which change rules and procedures for Fl and F2 siatus holders.
The new regulations govern your status and eligibility to study in the U.S.

Please make every effort to attend this important meeting.
Sponsored by Culture Fusion
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All-stars shine, West beats East
155-145 in double overtime

U.S. ousted from Davis Cup
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opponent’s serve, and Ljubicic, who
finished with 29 aces, broke serve to
take a 4-2 lead in the first set.
Blake had one break point in the
second game of the second set, but
failed to convert. He stayed on serve,
fighting off a break point, and won
the second-set tiebreaker 7-5.
Blake broke serve in the third Fame
of the third set, ending Ljubicic s run
of 42 service games in the tie without
a break. But Ljubicic broke back in.
the eighth game, evening the set at 4Blake trailed love-40 in that game.
He shouted "Put the sign down!" at a
fan behind him. A fan in the stands
shouted "Go home James."
Blake was never the same after that.
Ljubicic took the next game, and
then broke Blake to win the set.
The final set was the most lopsided
as a dispirited Blake was unable to
hold off Ljubicic, who won the
match when Blake netted a forehand.
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Annual tournament set to begin today

ATLANTA (AP)
On a night for from in front of the West’s bench.
Michael Jordan, just about all he was
"Leave it to the refs to ruin it," East
missing was the winning shot.
coach Isiah Thomas said in disgust.
Jordan said goodbye to the All-Star
Bryant made the first, missed the
game with his eyes teary and his game second and then had Jordan come over
a bit blemished as the West beat the and say something to him. He buried
East 155-145 in double overtime the final shot to tie the game, 138-138.
Sunday night.
Jordan received the ensuing
A last-minute starter after Vince inbounds pass while being tightly
Carter relinquished his spot, Jordan defended by Shawn Marion, and the
had a poor start, a bad finish and then Phoenix star got a large piece of the
a good one. After clanging the poten- ball as Jordan attempted a 21 -foot
tial winning shot off the iron at the turnaround.
end of regu6tion, Jordan made a highMoments before tip-off, the public
arching 15 -footer with 4.8 seconds left address announcer told the crowd that
in overtime to give the East a two- Jordan would be replacing Carter on
point lead.
the East’s starting five.
"I thought it was a game-winner, but
"My decision was to start," Carter
obviously anything can happen in an said. "After a while I sat back and
NBA game, and that’s exactly what thought about it and said, ’Hey, this is
happened," Jordan said,
his last one, he is the greatest player
Kobe Bryant tied it, however, by and I’m going to get this opportunity
making two foul shots with 1 second to come out here and play again.
left, and Jordan’s final shot of the first
"This is chance for me to tell all my
overtime was blocked just before the fans thank you very much for voting
buzzer,
for me, but he deserves it, he deserves
MVP Kevin Garnett scored nine of it," Carter said.
his 37 points in the second overtime as
Jordan reluctantly pounded fists with
Jordan watched the final five minutes the stat crew as he went out for the
from the bench. It was the first dou- opening tip, telling them he shouldn’t
ble-overtime game in All-Star history. be doing so because he doesn’t like to
Although Jordan missed his first alter his pregame routine.
seven shots, had four others rejected
He probably would have been better
and blew a dunk, he did score 20 off keeping his hands to himself;
points to move past Kareem Abdul- because -he proceeded to play 10 minJabber for most total points in All-Star utes and 45 seconds of first-quarter
history. But he needed to take 27 shots basketball that certainly wasn’t his
from the field making only nine best.
in order to do it in his 14th All-Star
Jordan missed his first seven shots,
game,
the crowd groaning after the third miss
His most memorable moment came and then responding with stunned
late in the first overtime, while the silence as the misses kept coming. His
most poignant one came at halftime, drought finally ended with 2:50 left in
Jordan joined singer Mariah Carey at the first quarter when Jason Kidd fed
center court, took the microphone him on a fast break for a wide-open
after an extended ovation and bid a layup that tied the game, 16-16.
public farewell as Yao Ming, Kobe
The worst moment of all came shortBryant and basketball’s future stood ly before he took his first rest.
and watched.
Jordan got the ball on the baseline
"I leave the game in good hands," and went around Marion, rising for
Jordan said. "So many great stars rising dunk attempt that clanged off the rim,
and playing the game. I have passed on Jordan, who also miss, a dunk in last
the things that Dr. J and some of the year’s All-Star game, finished the
great players Magic Johnson, Larry quarter 2 -for-10 from the field
Bird have passed on to me, I pass on
The first basket of the game was
to these All-Stars here, as well as to the scored by Yao, the 7-foot-6 center
rest of the players in the NBA.
from China who supplanted Shaquille
"I want to thank you all for your sup- O’Neal as a starter in fan balloting. Yao
port. Now I can go home and feel at took an alley-oop pass from Steve
peace with the game of basketball."
Francis and clunked it through for his
The entire evening played out as only points of the game.
Jordan’s first shot of the second querthough it was a Jordan tribute.
Allen Iverson arrived at the arena ter was blocked by Kevin Garnett as
wearing a retro Bulls No. 23 jersey, Yao the West played a lineup that included
donned a pair of powder blue low- four 7-footers Yao, O’Neal, Garnett
tops, a tribute to Jordan’s alma meter, and Tim Duncan.
Jordan began the second half on the
North Carolina, which clashed garishly with his bright red Western bench before checking in with 5:02
remaining in the third, promptly getConference uniform,
Carey wore a Bulls jersey and a ting his first shot rejected by O’Neal
Wizards uniform top during a half- when he took the ball to the hole. His
time show dedicated to Jordan. Several next shot, however, was a turnaround
of the players wore Air Jordan shoes, over Gary Payton that swished..
and all’ of them stood iii a ’pack M through sweetly, and his two-foul shots
applaud and hug Jordan after he gave with 2:04 left in the quarter moved
him past Abdul-Jabbar’s 251 points on
his halftime speech.
"I’m somewhat embarrassed because I the career All-Star scoring list.
Jordan scored eight fourth-quarter
got a feeling it’s going to turn into the
Michael Jordan show, which I don’t points, his best move of the evening
want it to be," he said before the game. coming with 1:45 left when he backed
in against Dirk Nowitzki and threw up
In the end, of course, it was,
Jordan’s go-ahead shot late in the a left-handed finger roll to give the
first overtime was a thing of beauty, a East a 120-112 lead.
The West pulled to 120-119, and
perfectly rotating, high-floating
jumper that looked true from the Jordan had his shot blocked by Marion
15 seconds left. Jordan then
with
fingertips.
moment it left his
After hitting the shot, he drifted into fouled Bryant, who made one of two
a row of photographers and pumped from the line to tie it.
The East called timeout to set up the
his fist, getting a chest bump from
final play of regulation, and it was no
Iverson as he went to the bench,
surprise when die ball went to No. 23.
Things weren’t over, though.
Referee Ted Bernhardt called Jordan got off a tumaround from 15
feet, but the ball was a few inches off"
he
a
foul
when
Jermaine O’Neal for
blocked Bryant out of bounds as target to the right and bounced harmBryant threw up a 3-point attempt less-ly away.

ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) The
United States was eliminated by
Croatia in the first round of the
Davis Cup on Sunday when James
Blake was beaten in four sets in the
Opening, singles match.
The United States, which lost the
best-of-five series 4-1, has won more
Davis Cups than any other nation
but has now been ousted in the first
round two of the last three years.
Neither Croatia nor the former
Yugoslavia has ever reached the
Davis Cup final. Croatia will play in
Spain in the quarterfinals.
Blake was beaten 6-3, 6-7 (5), 6-4,
6-3 as the Americans, winners of a
record 31 Davis Cup titles, were
knocked out in the first round for the
seventh time.
In Sunday’s second singles match,
Croatia’s Mario Ancic beat Taylor
Dent 7-6 (5), 3-6, 7-6 (10) in a
match reduced to the best-of-three
sets because the tie had already been
decided.
American captain Patrick McEnroe
was forced to field a makeshift lineup. Pete Sampras and Andre Agassi
opted not to play, while Andy
Roddick is sidelined by a wrist injury.
Blake, at 23, is the veteran of the
and his first Davis Cup
team
match came 15 months ago. No one
else on the roster had played Davis
Cup singles before this year.
Trailing 2-1 after Blake and Mardy
Fish lost a five-set doubles match to
Ljubicic and Goren Ivanisevic on
Saturday, the pressure was on Blake
to keep the tie alive against Ljubicic,
who had 30 aces in a victory over
Fish on Friday.
Blake had trouble handlin his

SPORTS

Top-seeded Agassi to
face Chang in first
round Tuesday night
By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Staff. Writer
Tennis players from across the
world are scheduled to serve and
smash in the 2003 Siebel Open at
the HP Pavilion in downtown San
Jose throughout this week.
Among the headliners participating in the tournament are Andre
Agassi, Paradom Srichaphan, James
Blake, Jan-Michael Gambill and
Michael Chang.
A total of 32 singles players and 16
duos will swing their rackets in the
competition, which used to be
known as the Sybase Open until
2002.
Lleyton Hewitt, last year’s champion, is not coming back to defend
his title.
Pete Sampras, who hasn’t played in
a tournament since he won the U.S.
Open in September, said he is not
yet ready to play in a tournament
through a statement released by
Siebel- officials. Unable to participate Sampras said, "It is disappointing to be unable to participate in
San Jose, where I have enjoyed many
successes in the past."
Andy Roddicic, who reached the
semifinals of the 2002 Siebel Open,
cannot make his third consecutive
appearance due to injury.
Andre Agassi, fresh from his victory
at the Australian Open, will be facing
Michael Chang, the 1989 French
Open Champion and two-time winner of the Siebel Open (1988 and
1992), 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Chang, who recently announced
that his retirement would come at
the conclusion of the Association of

Tennis Professionals circuit season
this year, will make his final appearance in San Jose.
When Chang’s number was drawn
to match Agassi on Friday in a draw
to determine tournament matches,
Chang, having been defeated by
Agassi 13 times out of 20 since 1988
in the major tournaments, wasn’t
discouraged at all and said, "I’ll relish the opportunity to beat the
best."
About facing Agassi, Chang said,
"My preparation is done," and added
that making his last aepearance in
San Jose would be a little bit of
extra incentive," to win the tournament
As the last-push for his profession
and the farewell to San Jose, Chang
said, "I’ll give my 100 percent effort
to leave everything I have and I’ve
learned out there. I’ll just enjoy
myself and play with my heart."
The Siebel Open began in 1889 on
the Monterey Peninsula when a
group of avid amateur players gathered to compete in the first Pacific
Coast Championships, presented by
the Northern California Tennis
Association.
From 1918 to 1971, the Berkeley
Tennis Club and the California
Tennis Club in San Francisco disputed over which club would offer
the field and sponsor the tournament.
The Fireman’s Fund International,
which took control in 1973, moved
to the Cow Palace to handle a growing number of tennis fans.
The Open has been renamed a
few times. It was the Transamerica
Open in 1977, Volvo Tennis/San
Francisco in 1989 and Sybase Open
in 1995, depending on the sponsors.
In 2002, Siebel Systems made
endorsement as the title sponsor
through the next year’s event. This
year is the ninth year the event will
be held at the downtown arena.

Josh Sturgis r Daily Staff
Tennis player Michael Chang reacts with a smile after his name is
drawn to face Andre Agassi in the first round of the Siebel Open.
Chang plans to retire at the end of this season.

Love wins Pebble Beach
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP)
Davis Love III was right: Staying
ahead is even tougher than coming
from behind at the Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am.
Fortunately for Love, he’s capable
of doing both.
Love surrendered a three-stroke
lead over Tom Lehman with six
holes to play on Sunday, but made a
short birdie putt on the 18th hole for
a one-stroke victory his first win
since his first Pebble Beach triumph
in 2001.
On the fourth straight day of perfect weather on the Monterey
Peninsula, two veterans whose
-sown have-lagged recently battleddown the stretch of an entertaining
final round in the popular pro-am.
Love, who made up a seven-stroke
deficit to win at Pebble Beach in
2001, took advantage of the conditions with an extraordinary string of
birdies, but Lehman caught him
down the stretch, setting up a dramatic finish.
After beginning the day with a
two-stroke lead, Love made six
birdies in the eight holes around the
turn. Lehman charged back with
three straight birdies on the back
nine and another on the 17th, but
Love made a 4-foot birdie putt on
the 18th moments after Lehman
missed a similar putt.
"A win for me after two years of
coming close and not being 100 percent physically, that’s great for me,"
said Love, who got has 15th PGA
Tour victory with a final-round 68 to
finish at 14-under 274 for the tournament. "It feels like a great start."
Love thrust his hands into the air
shortly after the last shot. His share
of the $.5 million purse was $900,000
the biggest paycheck in 18 years
on tour for the third-leading money
winner in PGA history.
Before his victory at Pebble Beach
in 2001, Love had gone 62 events
and 34 months between victories.
This time, he had been without a win
in 44 official events over 24 months
while playing a slightly reduced
schedule because of neck and back
problems.
Lehman finished with a 5 -under 67
to go 13 under for the tournament. It
was his best finish since the 2001
and a
Sony Open in Hawaii
thrilling result for Lehman, whose
wife, Melissa, is nearly ready to
deliver their fourth child. He doesn’t
plan to go back East with the tour
following the West Coast swing.
who shot a finalTim Herron
round 66 and Mike Weir finished
third at 276, two strokes behind
Love. Weir, off to the best start of his
wot last w e

Sisters of the Holy Names
Women of the 21st Century
Explore with us creative
possibilities for ministry
spirituality and community as
a Sister, Associate or Volunteer.
www.holynames.net
For more Information contact
Rosemary Everett, snim
1382 Tam Lee Drive #3
San Jose, CA 95122
everettsnim@earthlink net
(408) 287-3145
Ministering in: United States Canada Haiti Brazil
Lesotho Central America South Africa

Classic and held the lead over playing partner Love on the front nine.
Love said the win was even tougher
than his triumph in 2001, when he
made up seven strokes against Weir,
Phil Nfickelson and the rest of the
field. Maybe that’s because the conditions were gorgeous and decidedly out of the ordinary at the normally soggy course.
Love fell behind Weir with two
early bogeys. He made up the deficit
with a phenomenal string of birdies
including the par-3 12th, where
Love’s tee shot took a serendipitous
bounce off a greenside photographer
to within feet of the cup.

Access
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& photographers

0)1110 .111 works

dept. of lournali
& mass communicant),
DBH rm 21
bring portfolios on
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1:30 - 2:45
submit queries by.
2/19

Get your work published in the
Fall 2003 issue and the chance
to win a $200 Scholarship
’ ’led?

dial 408.924.3260
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Bike to campus for
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of the Student Union
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FORTUNE I

Float like a butterfly

1 never ever heard him say a bad
All of his family members appreciated
thing about anyone or anything," she the time they
they bad together, said his
said. "Ever."
uncle Danny
She also described him as always hay"We would often get together after
ing a quiet and subtle presence. His cowork and for ’Danny meals’ late at night
workers at SJSU such as Vivian Ferea, at the nearby 7-Eleven: he said.
the education program assistant with
The Fortune family recently posted 2
the Mineta Transportation Institute, Web site to describe his illness and the
and Antonio Lopez Jr., the media tech- memorial scholarship fund created in
nologist
with
the
Academic his honor. It is located at
Technology Network, said he was mil- http://www.fortunefamily.org/thedanable and courteous.
nymemorial/.
One link goes to a medical Web site
"He was real steadfast, you could trust
him implicitly," Ferea said. She worked that defines the different types of brain
with Danny when he was a cameraman tumors such as astrocytoma.
for a telecommunications class.
He is survived by his parents Dr.
"He was gentle and seemingly unas- John Fortune and Susan Fortune; sissuming: Ferea said. "But as you got to ters Christina and Michelle; grandparknow him, there was a brilliance to him ents George and ’dell Fortune, Mary
because he had a terrific sense of El and Jerome Swanson; aunts Marc
humor. He was never anything except Annette and Cathleen Fortune and
Elizabeth Cheim; uncles Danny,
courteous and cordial to everyone."
Co-worker Antonio Lopez Jr. Bobby and Fredrick Fortune, Gary
expressed his admiration for Danny’s Swanson and Robert Cheim; and
many cousins. Six family members are
interests in computers and astronomy.
"He was a great student to work with. SJSU alumni.
Danny enjoyed working with comput"He was a gentle giant, a quiet storm
era," Lopez said. "He liked to plan on - his passing has left such an enormous
going out with friends at night on wake, God’s wake," said his aunt Mary
astronomy observations."
Fortune. "I sin so sorry he is gone."

continuedfrom page I
Archibishop Mitty High School, said
the two connected because they had a
similar interest in computers.
"He was really good at everything that
had to do with computers and we had a
lot of fun together going to movies and
being with all of our friends at high
school: Bards said.
While he was growing up, many people were not aware that Danny had a
brain tumor, he said.
"He was very quiet about it all, he just
wanted to live the life of a normal
teenager," he said. "A lot of people in
high school didn’t even know what was
going on."
After graduating from high school,
his family was pleased that he enjoyed
working at SJSU as a new student.
He started on campus at the Spartan
Bookstore and then at the Academic
Technology Network department production studio, where he enjoyed video
taping distance-education courses,
Mary F. Fortune said.
"Everyone there loved him," she said.
"Danny was not loud, obnoxious or
annoying."
Loretta Gibson
A group of monarch butterflies cluster
Bridges State Beach in Santa Cruz

Daily Staff

in eucalyptus branches of the monarch grove at Natural

Controversial mathematician to visit
SJSU today to discuss new book
By Bob Meredith
Daily Staff Writer
Stephen Wolfram has been called a
revolutionary thinker and he is scheduled to speak at San Jose State
University on Tuesday evening in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Wolfram is the author of a self-published book, "A New Kind of Science,"
which was third on USA Today’s bestseller list of 2002.
"Wolfram’s new book will be a useful
tool over time," said David Hayes,
chair of the department of computer
science. "He is somewhat controversial
but he gets people to think."
Hayes said Wolfram’s book has gencrated a great amount of discussion
within the scientific community as
well as the general public regarding the
possible applications of his material to
real world problems, such as under-

-

standing the functions of the human
brain.
"He is a very famous person, especially for the mathematics program,
’Mathmatica,’ that he developed,"
Hayes said. "Some mathematicians
aren’t that thrilled about the book, but
it is a very important work."
Rudy Rucker, professor of computer
science, said he discovered his career
path after reading a magazine story
and receiving a commission to interview Wolfram.
"I became a computer scientist
because of him," Rucker said. "He has
a brilliant mind, an independent mind.
He has his own way of doing things."
Rucker said he is using Wolfram’s
book in a graduate course on Web site
building.
"For our students, this is an opportunity to discover something," Rucker
said. "We are the university of Silicon
Valley, that is our competition."

Hayes said a recent question and
answer session at Columbia University
exceeded two hours, and he is pleased
Wolfram chose SJSU for an engagement.
Wolfram received his Ph.D. in theoretical physics at the California
Institute of Technology in 1979 at the
age of 20 and he became the youngest
recipient of the MacArthur Prize
Fellowship in 1981 for his work in
physics andcomputing,Hayes said.
He is well known,. Hayes said.
"When we have a chance to have
somebody of his stature speak, we
should not miss the opportunity"
The ticket prices of $10 for the general public and $4 for students are for
covering event expenses and if any
profit is realized the computer science
scholarship fund will be the beneficiary, Hayes said.
The event is scheduled to begin at
7:30 p.m.

Longti? me victims of Iraq, Kurds understand cause for war
SAN DIEGO (AP)
While
pair of lungs.
threat by some Middle Eastern govAmericans waver on war with Iraq,
The experience of the Kurdish peo- ernments because of their aspirations
Kurdish refugees in the United States ple offers evidence that Saddam has for autonomy, Delariejian said. In
have no doubt about the threat posed weapons of mass destruction and is
Turkey, for example, speaking Kurdish
by Saddam Hussein,
willing to use them against his ene- is punishable by death.
The Kurds, a persecuted ethnic mies, Aziz said.
The deadly gas attack came after
minority that fell victim to a deadly
Despite the attack, some Kurds Saddam accused the Kurds of supnerve gas attack by Iraqi forces in complain that the world has long porting Iran in the war between the
1988, say they know the dictator at his ignored their suffering.
countries.
core.
"Nobody knew who the Kurds were
"The lesson of this whole thing, the
The attack, considered the biggest in 1988. All those people got killed, whole episode of Kurdish struggle for
single chemical assault on a civilian nobody cared. Now it’s a little bit in survival, is that they should be given
population in history, killed an esti- their interest, they do care," said independence," Dekinejian said. "But
mated 5,000 Kurds, left survivors Chinar Hussein, an Iraqi Kurd who no one is going to give it to them, and
struggling with blindness and rup- emigrated to the San Diego area in they know it."
tured lungs, and sent thousands into 1992.
Kurdish migration from Iraq to the
exile.
Aziz recalled how planes attacked United States has long mirrored the
At supermarkets, mosques and social the town with conventional bombs all group’s failed uprising’s and subsehalls in San Diego and Nashville, day on March 16, 1988. The bombing quent retaliatory attacks.
Term. home to the nation’s largest stopped in the early evening and resiThe first major wave of 2,000 peoKurdish communities
talk among dents attempted to flee for the border ple arrived in the mid-1970s after a
the refugees now centers on the possi- with Iran.
15-year effort to gain autonomy from
bility of war. Support for Sad.dam’s
The planes suddenly returned, Aziz the Iraqi govemment. The refugees
ouster is high, but many worry about said, and he was overcome with a settled mostly in San Diego and
civilian casualties and a possible retal- smell he compared to rotten cucum- Nashville, due in part to resettlement
iatory attack on Kurds remaining in bers. The children reacted first, falling efforts by government agencies. They
to the ground, their eyes swelling first were followed by relatives and
Iraq.
"I am very happy that the United with tears, then blood.
friends. About 6,000 people now live
States might attack Iraq," said
"Parents didn’t even try to save in each area.
Mohammed Aziz, 38, a survivor of them," Aziz said. "They were trying to
In 1996, another 5,000 Kurdish
the gas attack who now lives in escape for their own lives."
refugees were admitted to the United
Nashville. "Saddam Hussein killed
China Hussein said Kurds have suf- States through Guam.
many people, and he would do it again fered in other ways under Saddam’s
In the San Diego area, the refugees
...The only thing I hate to see is more regime.
found climate and geography similar
people die."
"Everybody has a different kind of to their homeland. Many took up
Wednesday, Secretary of State Colin story," she said. "I was forced to leave agricultural jobs or opened small busiPowell cited the Iraqi president’s per- my house, my country, live in a camp nesses.
secution of the Kurds in his speech for four years. That is a torture."
Alan Zangana, director of Kurdish
The Kurds, a stateless people scat- Human Rights Watch, a national
before the United Nations Security
tered over four countries
Council.
Iraq, organization providing counseling and
"Saddam Hussein’s use of mustard Turkey, Iran and Syria
have a long other services to Kurdish refugees, setand nerve gas against the Kurds in history of persecution, said Richard tled in the suburb of El Cajon in
1988 was one of the 20th century’s Dekmejian, a professor of Middle 1988. He fled Iraq after government
East politics at the University of officials tried to force him to join the
horrible atrocities," Powell said.
Aziz lost 15 relatives, including his Southern California.
political party of Saddam.
Denied a homeland promised after
father, two uncles and a brother, when
"In Iraq, a person does not have a
Iraqi war planes pelted his hometown World War I by the allies, the Kurds right," said Zangana, 46. "Basically,
of Halabja with sari and mustard gas. have been deemed a destabilizing they abuse you. They jail you."
His elderly mother, left blind by the
attack, still resides in the town. He
Scholarship Applications Available On-Line!
fears she could be victimized again.
Aziz suffered permanent respiratory
The SJSU Financial Aid and Scholarship Office is offering General
problems because of his exposure to
Scholarships for the 2003-2(8)4 academic year to qualified applicants. We
the chemical weapons and is on a hosare pleased to he able to offer students a web-based application form with
pital transplant list waiting for a new
links to scholarship criteria and information! On-line application filing period is open until March 3, 2003. Scholarships will he awarded during the
summer and early fall.
TIRED OF WRITING NOTES?
For more information or to apply go to: http://scholarships.sjsucdo, or call the
Pomo Genie from
Financial Aid and Scholarship Office: 408-283-7500. It’s that easy!
Percptl0n Digaa3
Distinctive Scholarships
These scholarships have specific criteria and application requirements in
addition to the General Scholarship Application:
(available on-line after completion of the General Application)
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Robert & Ellen Baron Leadership Award
Herbert & Nell Richards Scholarship
CSU Trustees Award for Outstanding Achievement
Associated Students Board of 1)irectors Scholarship
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Norman Barrett Scholarship Endowment
The Barnum -Everett Memorial Scholarship
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We are actively seeking applicants for these awards, if you participate in
any community service or play a leadership role either on campus or in the
community you should apply for these scholarships!

Enjoyed star gazing

Powell says French-German plan is a diversion
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary
of State Colin Powell said Sunday that
a reported French-German proposal
to increase the number of U.N.
weapons inspectors in Iraq in hopes of
averting U.S. military is a diversion,
not a solution" to disarming Saddam
Hussein.
Powell said he did not know the
details of the proposal, first disclosed
by the German media, but said it
focused on the "wrong issue."
"The issue is not more inspectors.
The issue is compliance on the part of
Saddam Hussein," Powell said on
NBC’s "Meet the Press."
The plan would call for the deployment of thousands of U.N. soldiers,
reconnaissance flights and a tripling
of the number of weapons inspectors,
according to the German magazine
Der Spiegel.
Powell said there would be no need
for such measures if the Iraqi president
does what he is supposed to, such as
revealing the whereabouts of allegedly
unaccounted for anthrax and other
deadly chemical and biological agents.
That can be handled with a mere
handful of inspectors, Powell said.
"The idea of more inspectors or nofly zones or whatever else may be in
this proposal that is being developed is
a diversion, not a solution," Powell
said.
The secretary said reiterated the
Bush administration’s position that
time is running out for Saddam to

comply or face a U.S.-led military
invasion.
"We know what the Iraqis are trying
to do. They are just stringing this out,
hoping it will just go away," Powell
told ABC’s "This Week."
France and Germany are two
European countries most resistant to
the idea of war with Iraq as a means of
stripping Saddam of weapons of mass
destruction.
But Powell, who last week went
before the U.N. Security Council with
intelligence information to support
U.S. claims of Iraqi noncompliance,

said the United States would march
into Iraq without the support of
France and Germany, as well as without backing from the U.N., if necessary.
Powell said that if the United
Nations does not face up to the
responsibilities laid out in the resolution that authorized a new round of
weapons inspections in Iraq, "then it
would be necessary for the United
States to act with a willing coalition,"
Powell said. He noted separate statements of support in past weeks from
other European nations.

Honor Tradition. Question Authority.
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UPD ACTIVITY LOG WEEK OF: 1/31 TO 2/6 Oakland parents, teachers
say don’t cut classes, pay
M ’311.1 SKY: Subject was wrested for being
drunk in public.

Friday -Jas. 31

TYPE: Dhpwch
TIME 12:29 p.m.
LOCATION: 10th Street garage
SUMMARY: A report teas taken for the theft
of two Car speakers and damage to the door locks.
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 1:50 p.m.
LOCATION: Fourth Street garage
SUMMARY: A report was taken for a lost
Ferias’ permit.

TYPE: Alcohol
TIME: 11:31 p.m.
LOCATION: 10th and San Carlos streets.
SUMMARY: Subject win wrested fut being
drunk in public.

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 1:58 p.m.
LOCATION Seventh Street garage
SUMMARY: A report svm token for stolen
parking permit hum locked car.

Monday- Feb. 3

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 2:29 p.m.
LOCATION: Lot Seven.
SUMMARY: A report wet taken for burglary.
TYPE: Truffle
TIME: 3:43 p.m.
LOCATION: Sixth and San Salvador streets.
SUMMARY: A juvenile was cited and released
for driving without a valid driver’s l.cenae and the
vehicle was impounded.
Saturday - Feb. 1
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 12:16 a.m.
LOCATION: Joe West HMI
SUMMARY: A report ms taken torn disturbance.
TYPE: Dispatch
TIME:11:21 am.
LOCATION: Science building.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for vandalized vending machine.
TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 1:14 p.m.
LOCATION: Lot Fight.
SUMMARY:A report W11% taken for a stolen
parking permit.
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 1:20 p.m.
LOCATION: Other.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for an mteracdon between faculty members and a student.
TYPE: Disturbance
TIME: 3:49 p.m.
LOCATION: Ninth Street.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for violation
of penal code 148.9.
Sunday - Feb. 2
TYPE: Alcohol
TIME: 1:07 p.m.
LOCATION: Lot Eight.

TYPE: Medical
TIME: 5:20 p.m.
LOCATION: Spartan Complex Cerrirld
SUMMARY: A report was taken Iota minor
who fell, hit her head and was transported to
hospital.

TYPE: Drugs
TIME: 2:24 a.m.
LOCATION: Fourth and Santa Clara streets.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
being under the influence of a controlled substance.
TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 9:29 a.ns
LOCATION: Science building.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for the theft
of handheld radios.
TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 12:39 p.m.
LOCATION: Park and Ride.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for a forged
parking permit.
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 4:17 p.m
LOCATION: Seventh and Sall Salvador

iows4.

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: LOIS a.m.
LOCATION: Seventh Street garsge.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for theft of
parking permit.

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 8:38 a.m
LOCATION: Fourth And San Salvador meets.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for a vehicle
mum pedestrian accident.
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 9:46 a.m.
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report was filed for lost park
ing permit.
TYPE: Disturbance
TIME: 10:40 a.m.
LOCATION: Engineering building.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
providing false information to peace officer.
TYPE: Incident
TIME: 10:52 a.m.
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY: A report eras taken for lost
parking permit.
TYPE: Dirastch
TIME: 1107
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for theft of
parking permit.

SUMMARY:A report was filed for lost parking permit.

TYPE: Medical
TIME: 12:49 p.m.
LOCATION: Student Services Center.
SUMMARY: A report was taken Inc an individual who fell and injured an ankle.

TYPE; Dispatch
TIME: 4:48 p.m.
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for theft of.
parking permit

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 1:45 p.m.
LOCATION: 10th Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for a forged
parking permit.

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 4:59 p.m.
LOCATION: 10th Street garage
SUMMARY: A report was taken for theft of a
parking permit.

TYPE: Incident
TIME: 2:46 p.m.
LOCATION: Dudley !Moorhead Hall.
SUMMARY: A report was taken regarding
student who threatened professor.

TYPE: Incident
TIME: 5:28 p.m.
LOCATION: Seventh mad San Sander
streets.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for Ion poop.

Tuesday - Feb. 4
TYPE: Traffic
TIME: 12:28 a.m.
LOCATION: Eleventh and I Itintholt streets.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
driving without a license Aml the chicle war

TYPE: Traffic
LOCATION: Other.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released foe
driving svith suspended license and the vehicle was towed.

TYPE: Dispatch
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage
SUMMARY: A report was taken for a stolen
handicap placard.
TYPE: Frond
LOCATION: 10th Street garage.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for forged
parking permit

Thursday - Feb. 6
TYPE: Medical
LOCATION: Royce Hall.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for medical
aid that occurred in Royce Hall where party had
seizure.

TYPE: Dispatch
TIME: 2:23 p.m.
LOCATION: Clark Library.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for stolen
purse.

eublic

TYPE: Drugs
LOCATION: 10th Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for vehicle
that displayed reported lost/stolen parking permit, and a subject was cited and released for violating the health and safety code.
TYPE: Incident
LOCATION: Seventh and San Salvador
MOM.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for a disturbance new the Seventh Street garage,
TYPE: Dispatch
LOCATION. Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY: A report was taken for stolen
parking permit.
TYPE: Traffic
LOCATION: Seventh and Santa Clara streets.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
driving with nispended license
TYPE: Fraud
LOCATION: Fourth Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report was taken for a forged
permit.
TYPE: Disturbance
LOCATION: I.ot Eight.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
driving with sutpended license and second
subject was arrested on an outstanding missiememor warnsot.

RENO, Nev. (AP) - A University
of Nevada, Reno official has criticized the Bush administration’s call
to stop colleges from using racebased admission policies, saying it
would doom minorities from at -risk
schools to failure.
Bush prefers the admissions policies used in California, Florida and
Texas, which automatically admit a
percentage of the top students from
each high school’s graduating class.
But Michael Corey, special assistant
to the UNR president for diversity,
said the problem with taking the top
achievers from high schools in any
state is that students are more segregated today than they were in 1954.
Schools in largely minority neighborhoods are more likely to be poorer ones where even the top students
aren’t prepared to succeed in college,
he said.
"It sounds non-racial, but it eliminates their chances for success,"
Coray told the Reno Gazette Journal. "At the same time you guarantee admission, you’re admitting
students who are under-prepared for
college. You’ll get them coming in
the front door but going out the back
door."
Race-based admissions policies are
being challenged in a case pending
before the U.S. Supreme Court.

EMPLOYMENT
General
DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
Want to earn $25-$35/hour +
free candles? Give me a call:
Letricia. 408-227-1087.
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small
office, phones, reservations,
light computer, good phone
skills, flex hours. 408-292-7876
TUTORING JOBS AVAILABLE
Tutor 7th - 9th grade students
in Math & English. Must qualify
for Workstudy. Call 924-6067.
PSYCWSOC WORK STUDENTS
Help supervise foster family
visitation! 4 blks from campus.
P/T $12/hr. Call Cor: 295-3527.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876
MARKETING ASSISTANT have fun promoting a new
Hi-tech wireless device to fellow
SJSU students and friends.
part-time. flexible 20 hours/
week Must be outgoing, articulate, sell -starter, and reliable.
Send resume to martini)
tmevents.com or fax to 415621-8050 attn. Martin. Phone
415-621-8000.
GOLFERS NEEDED to caddie
at exclusive club CordeValle
golf club needs professional golf
caddies to service members
and guests. Golf knowledge arid
customer service skills required
Training provided. Earn between
$100 and $200 per day. Call
408-686-0857 for more info.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 203-683-0258.
Certain advertisements in
nwists columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add
Information.
additional
Classified feeders should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vocations or merchand se

y i r di

SPHN:
FAX:

LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Lrg 2b/1.5b on 9th. Quiet $1100. OCCASION, digital photography CLASSIFIED
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554 services or graphic design?
Infinite Visions has great deals
**FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT** on weddings, quinceaneras
Extra large, newly remodeled: graduations or any other special
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdnn/2 full bath event video need. Picture portGREAT RECREATION JOBS
apts. $1099/month and up. Also, folios are also available at a low
At The Los Gatos-Saratoga
3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 &
cost. Put your slide show of your
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
Will work with you on
pictures on DVD with your
Pa
Must
LEADERS, F/T and
d
SJSU . Water/Trash
2 blocks f
favorite song playing at the
be avail M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
Drier
Washer/
avail.
Parking
ACROSS
paid.
same time, for more into call
COMMUNICATIONS FIRM. PTT afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
on site. Cats OK. Well managed 408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710. 1 Baseball’s
Looking for friendly motivated No ECE Units req. Pay range:
Preacher student bldg. 408-378-1409
individuals to help with advert/ $6.75-$13.80/hr Call Laurie at
CHILD CARE - WG Area. Flex 4 Wedge up
marketing; $13.60/hr+bonuses. 354-8700x224. If you have skills ACTIVITY AIDES, PT to work
hours. Spanish/English speaking. 8 Carl Gustav No exp. nec. Call 650-855-1855. in sports, arts, and group games w/ groups of participants
SHARED HOUSING Contact Dane 406-292-6698 msg. 12 Styptic
and like working with children, w/developmental disabilities.
14 Elbow room
$9.78+ depend on experience. NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE
SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F, we need you.
15 Cambodia’s
daily
program
Call
Ron
Halog
408-295-0228
FT. Provides
to share room across from WORD PROCESSING
continent
planning, activities & supervi- ADMIN ASSISTANT / SALES. Mon. -Fn. Resume: Ron Halog
$230/mo
TV
r8nr4s6-64s6
hard
FT/PT
16 Bolivia neighbor
Easter Seals Bay Area. 730
sion for groups of participants Hi-tech co. seeks
PROFESSIONAL
17
DeMille of epics
w/developmental disabilities in worker for office & sales/tele- Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
WORD PROCESSING
18 Patch
San Jose. Prey exp managing marketing assisting. Must have fax to 408-275-9858. Must have
Have your theses, term papers,
19
Returned (2 wds )
staff. $17/hour. Call Ron Halog good oraVverbal skills. Good minimum of 6 ECE units
SERVICES
group projects, etc, profession408-295-0228. Send resume to pay + oppty to advance. Fax
ally typed. APA a specialty. ,1 Some September
folk
408-232-7701
Resume
Bay
Area.
SERVICES
Seals
Easter
DESIGN
Halog,
Ron
Experienced & dependable.
RENTAL HOUSING EDITING&
730 Empey Way, San Jose
Term paper editing. PowerPoint Almaden/Branham area. Call . Projector part
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858 FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
presentations. web design, and Linda for an appointment at e4 Swabbies
-. Sum
Call for educational requirements CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS FRATERNITY HOUSE 4 RENT design of marketing materials.
(408) 264-4504.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
’8 Green-fleshed fruit
One of a kind $3500 per Professional -Creative -Concise
semester, with a proven
e Handball point
DOWNTOWN CORP. OFFICE
month 408-246-0031. ***Eight
For rates and into, visit:
HEALTH & BEAUTY c Doesn’t have
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
needs PT Accounting help, 30
bedrooms, three baths. Call Fast wntedesignsource.corn/students
C Judge’s duds
fundraising event. Our prohours a week, Business or
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Cut off as
Accounting maior preferred. grams make fundraising easy LG STUDIO, ideal for students. SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Call BIRTHRIGHT
branches
Email FlR510@paciticstafes.com with no risks. Fundraising dates S San Jose. clean, quiet. no (includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
are filling quickly. so get with pets Nonsmoker $900+dep year. Save 30. - 60. For info 408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900 . Diner sandwiches
or fax resume to 408-271-7911
Free/Cant
dent
al.
Contact
works.
It
the
program!
4
More
certain
or
1-800-655-3225
call
Attention Dana.
Includes cable. util 408-224-0123
47 Baylor University
Campusfundraiser at
www.studentdental.com or
KENNEL
/
ASST
vrsit
GROOMER’S
site
(888) 923-3238 or
wwwgoldenwestdental corn
WANTED
2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
o. Salt Lake City
help needed for small exclusive www.campusfundraiser corn
2 Bdrm / 2 Bath Apts.
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
player
APPLICANTS WANTED to
Some w/ new carpet,
SOUTH FIRST BILLIARDS
For your term paper or thasic study Partly of the Urantia 49 Messy places
Must be reliable, honest, able to
lino & lighting No pets
Experienced, efficient, reliably Book. Earn $25,000 For details
do physical work. Prefer exp Now Accepting Applications
Ricoh rival
$1195/mo+$500 dep
COCKTAILS SERVERS
exacting. I will meet your dead- visit www eventodaward corn
working w/ dogs, but will train.
1 Picture border
Apply within or call
508 S. 11th St
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
Ocean fish
Call 295-5256 tor appt
408-294-7800
or evagracergaol.corn.
Intimidate
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
SJ Best Hangout Place!
Call 371-9115.
Slam
Be patient
Date
49 Devotee
deposit
53
Coal
FOR N
- ATIONAI. / AGENCY RATES CAI.I. 408-924-3277
54 Without a flaw
56 Was driven
57 Fish -eating eagle
nocia6heddlis35a3s6t.lidirdletters, r3mnrichin & sscnbarinvolb
58 Bold
59 Hatirl wearers
as Sine qua non
.1 Trait carrier
2 Took a chair
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WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Student Friendly - Will Train
408-247-4827

LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
File Clerk & Reception.
15-20 hours per week.
$1010 $11 per hour to
start. We are looking for
intelligence & enthusiasm.
No experience necessary.
Flexible hours during finals
& breaks, Apply in person
M-F between 8:30 and 4:00.
1830 The Alameda,
San Jose, CA 95126.
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Please check

Addreaa

one classification:

Phone

Lip code

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
_Health’Beauty
Events
_Sports/Thrilis
Volunteers
For Sale
_Insurance
Entertainment
Electronics
_Travel
Wanted
_Tutonng
Employment
Word Processing
Opportunities

Send ctieck or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0140
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
IN Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dales only
QUESTIONS? CALL (40e) 921-3277
25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBM 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

FREQUENCY DINQIN411.;
20 . consecutive issues: receive 10. off
40 + consecutive issues’ receive 200 oft
50 + consecutive issues receive 250. oft
Local rates apply to Santa Clam County advertisers
and Sall students, shift & faculty.
1 irst line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word
SJSU STUDENT RATE

/

Name

City 5 slate

* Lost 8, Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

ADVERTISING WORKS!

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Five
Four
Three
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$13
$11
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

Bush has urged the court to strike
down the race-based admissions
policies used by the University of
Michigan, calling them flawed, divisive and unfair.
The high court’s ruling won’t have
any effect on the admissions of
undergraduate students at Nevada
universities and colleges because they
curently don’t limit the number of
students they accept.
But it could affect who’s admitted
to the state’s medical, dental and law
schools, which do limit the number
of students they accept, a state official said.
And it could affect future undergraduate students if a cap on student
enrollment is imposed to deal with a
budget shortfall.
The Board of Regents, which governs Nevada’s higher education system, supports affirmative action, said
Chancellor Jane Nichols.
Several years ago, regents set goals
to increase the number of minority
students at Nevada’s two universities
and four community colleges.
"Race is considered as one of many
factors, but it does not necessarily
give you an advantage," she said.
Minorities attending universities or
colleges in Nevada accounted for 31
percent of all undergraduate students
in 2001, up from 22 percent in 1995.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.

UleASSI
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

across the board four percent salary
reduction and teachers had somethin to say about that too.
alto already hard to live on this
salary," Cox Elementary teacher
Jabari Anderson to the Oakland
Tribune. "I have to depend on my
parents, and (a salary cut would)
make it that much harder."
The Oakland school board needs to
make deep cuts, as much as $44) million, to cope with a rapidly shrinking
student body and reductions in state
education funding.
If the board fails to balance next
year’s budget, they would need to
borrow more from the state and
increase the likelihood of of a state
takeover of the district.

UNR official blasts Bush
stance on race-based policies

TYPE: Dispatch
LOCATION: 10th and Keyes streets.
SUMMARY: Subject was cited and released for
driving with expired regis tttt ion and the vehii
was towed.

Wednesday - Feb. 5
TYPE: Incident
TIME:9:13 cm.
LOCATION: Seventh Street garage.
SUMMARY:A report wee taco for Ion
parldng permit.

OAKLAND (AP) - At a parents
hearing in Oaldand, school board
members received a lot of input from
the
and teachers about the district s financial situation.
Those in attendance Saturday gave
the board plenty of advice on where
cuts shouldn’t be made, namely classes and salaries.
One teacher asked board members
not to cut music classes that have
been said to be on the chopping
block.
A list of 55 potential cuts includes a
proposal to debt rid of all 22 of
Oakland’s elementary school music
teachers, a move that would save the
district $1.5 million.
Other potential cuts include an
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DOWN
Spellbound
Margarine
Lira successor
Eyeglasses
Cope with
Here in Paris
More laid-back
Door posts
Exploiter
Columbus ship
Flits about
Eskimo boots
Meager
Uncle (rice brand)
Heron kin
Taunts
Scrapbook
Mediterranean
island
Eight voices
Divided country
Type of clock
Hot drink

31
33
36
37
39
40
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
55

Glue ingredient
.
Wishing u
Dwarfing
Zane Grey
novel
Marshal’s
badge
Baker’s dozen
in Rome
Flirt
Filleted
Work with a
loom
Roulette bet
Bone dry
Movie
Swiss capital
Part of RSVP
- St Vincent
Way
Sit down
"Gidget"
actress
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PncewaterhouseCoopers Internatrohal Ltrnflect, each of whrch rs a separate and .ndep,

PRicEWATERHOUsECcoPERS
VOTED "1 IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS,
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2002

Plc/
.sAA
’THE ECONOMY RUN,
.TRUTH, INTEGRITY.
A.Na.HONESTY.RATHER
’HAN..,’-PERCEPTION,
IECULATION
4.1\in ria..nci,
Investors need assurance to make decisions.
Help us help them and the companies whose stock
they buy, and we’ll help you build a career.
For opportunities and information do to:
www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers.

